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AGENDA -

Feedback
received from
early
engagement

What has
been
approved by
elected
members

What we’d
like to hear
from you now

Next Steps
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Early
Engagement
May-June

Issues with
current Plan

What did we get feedback on?

Who did we engage with?

Working Model

Neighbouring
Councils
Sector groups

Mana whenua
Local Boards
Demographic
advisory panels

Key challenges to
address over next 30
years
•
•
•

Continued high
population growth
Greater environmental
pressures
Uneven distribution
of growth benefits

Communities of
Auckland
Sector advisory
panels

Central
Government
(Continuous)
Council
Controlled
Organisations
(Continuous)

Independent
Māori Statutory
Board
(Continuous)
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Feedback from early engagement – common areas of interest and concern
•

concerns about population growth and the impacts of growth on infrastructure

•

recognition that jobs are being displaced through technological change and the speed of this change
will increase

•

the special relationship with Māori as tangata whenua should be recognised throughout the plan

•

there is a need to acknowledge the current state of the natural environment and cultural heritage,
and that effective action is required just to “catch-up” to an acceptable level

•

there was acknowledgement that increasing diversity will pose challenges, particularly around
cohesion, but also that these challenges will be easier to surmount if communities value diversity
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Feedback from early engagement - common areas of interest and concern
•

there is a role for central and local governments in creating systemic change in housing policy through
areas such as:
• regulation/legal incentives in home ownership
• construction pipelines
• and other interventions to achieve broader social outcomes (e.g. apprenticeships in the
construction market)

•

there needs to be greater security of rental tenure and recognition that a large proportion and greater
number of Aucklanders will rent over a long term

•

need for provision of meeting places such as parks and open spaces, plazas and community and
recreation facilities to create “inclusive, resilient and thriving communities”

•

focus more on public transport, particularly on: creating a punctual, integrated network that is
reliable, affordable and safe; and considering inter-regional connectivity
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What were the key themes we heard?

Skills and
Jobs

Belonging

Homes
and Places

•
•

Resilient economy and
workforce
Access to local jobs
Education and lifelong learning

•
•
•
•

Inequity and inequality
Diversity and inclusion
Culture and identity
Community infrastructure

•

•
•
•
•
•

Security of tenure
Urban form and public realm
Housing for those most in need
and impacts on wellbeing
Affordability and quality of
housing
Intervention and systemic
change

Protect
and
Enhance

Access and
Connectivity

Development
Strategy

•
•
•
•

Values of natural and cultural
heritage
Role of Māori as Kaitiakitanga
Minimise impact of growth
Support growth while achieving
broader outcomes

•

Access
Public transport
Safety
Supporting infrastructure
Transport network
improvements
Funding and resilience

•
•
•
•
•

Growth
Infrastructure
Heritage and character
Rural & greenfields
Cross-boundary issues

•
•
•
•
•

Māori
Wellbeing
•
•
•
•
•

Identity and signature event
Te Tiriti o Waitangi and cogovernance
Papakāinga & Marae
development
Kaitiakitanga
Economic development
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Approved
Strategic
Framework at
the Planning
Committee

Development
Strategy
The key considerations in
shaping how we grow:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urban
Future Urban
Rural
Infrastructure (incl.
critical infrastructure)
Opportunity areas
Business
Centres
Neighbourhoods
Place based initiatives
Growth sequence –
(incl. location,
infrastructure required
and outcomes we are
trying to achieve)
Inputs from the outcomes
influence how we grow –
For example:

•
•

Identifying future
employment areas
Identifying education
opportunities and
accessibility

Targeted
Engagement
September
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Next Steps

Further
engagement on
the draft content
Sept
•
•

6 Outcomes
Development
Strategy

Planning Committee
Workshops
Oct – Nov

• Draft content
• Digital Plan
• Consultation
documents

Planning
Committee
28 Nov
Approve draft Plan
for consultation

Governing Body
14 Dec
Approve draft Plan
for consultation

Formal
Consultation
Feb 18
Special consultative
procedure in
parallel with LTP
2018-2028
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Discuss
Content

10

Further
engagement
on work to
date

Key Questions:
•

Do these strategic directions and focus areas address the issues that are
important in achieving each outcome?

•

Is this framework complementary to the strategic goals of Local Board’s
Plans?

